Connect the Dots brings together citizens, cyclists, and designers to envision Van Nuys Boulevard as a culturally and environmentally resilient Great Street, embracing multimodal transit, vibrant public space, and optimized hydrologic function as crucial to Los Angeles’s future.
CONNECT THE DOTS | VAN NUYS | PARTNERSHIPS + COLLABORATION

ALI

ARID LANDS INSTITUTE

Design/Creative Leads
Research, Data Collection, Analysis
Community Outreach
Fundraising
Workshop Development, Delivery + Synthesis
Supplemental Public Programming
Event Promotion
Online Communications + Social Media
Reporting and Assessment

LACBC

LAC BICYCLE COALITION

Cycling Advocacy
Volunteer Recruitment
Community Outreach
Fundraising
Citizen Cyclist-Science

PB

PACOIMA BEAUTIFUL

Focus Groups
Workshop Facilitation
Community Outreach
Event Promotion
Fundraising
Translation